
COME BACK is the new song of MONO BAND  

They are back! And they pick up where they left off, with the fantastic sound of the 80s which has always 

distinguished them. 

In "Come Back" the keyboards sound like the legendary DX7 Yamaha and Korg POLY 800; the snare drum 

sounds like a Simmons snare drum and the Sequencer constantly beats the time of an era and an atmosphere 

full of passion for the Dance music of the 80s. The structure of the song and the arrangements follow this 

fabulous trend carefully, too. 

The vocal lines of the verse with their typical retro taste and a captivating chorus do the rest and bring us back 

to live the beautiful atmosphere of those amazing years, while everything is created paying attention to sounds 

that turn out to be more modern.  

Italo Disco comes back to the international spotlight with songs like this.  

Back to the future, con MONO BAND!  

The new single is accompanied by an "Official music video": https://youtu.be/LeEOy-vl2Ks 

MONO BAND :  

Rene’ D’Herin 

Davide Pighetti 

Female Vocalist: Tobie 

Male vocalist: Rick Sway 

Drums: Davide Pighetti 
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MONO BAND BIO 

At the beginning of the 80s the discos all around the world filled thanks to the vibrant notes of the "Italo 

Disco", so Renato "René" D'Herin and Davide Pighetti, childhood friends, decided to form a band that proposed 

those sounds. So MONO BAND was born.  

In 1983 they produced their first song "GHOST TOWN" that was immediately an international success. A year 

later they decided to record their second song "MR. CRUSOE" which got positive feedback from the audience 

and the critics.  

In the following years René continued his career in the field of music and show business, as Artist Manager, 

Organiser of International events and Music Producer. Also Davide continued with music by perfecting the 

study of drums and keeping playing for different bands.  

But trends come back and also the attention for the bright "Italo Disco". In the same way the music of the 

80s/90s comes back to life. Thanks to this new trend, famous DJs and Producers from all over the world remix 

and draw on the songs of MONO BAND. This renewed interest encouraged the two old friends to try a new 

production. The outcome was astonishing: "COME BACK", a new and captivating song that re-proposes the 

sounds of the 80s, but with very modern melodies and arrangements.  

Sure to replicate the success of the past , MONO BAND is ready for new international challenges!  

Well-come back MONO BAND ! 
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